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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

The RAISON system was originally designed for the regional 

analysis of the impact of acidic deposition for use on a microcom- 

puter. Its unique feature includes a user friendly interface of data- 

base, map, and spreadsheet. This interface has facilitated the 

analysis of air, soil and water data and the presentation of watershed 

acidification model results. The success of using such a system has 

led to new applications. This report shows how the system is adapted 

from the acid rain problem to the mine effluent problem. It illus- 

trates the flexibility and the general applicability of the system.



PERSPECTIVE-GESTION 

Le systéme RAISON a été concur 5 l'origine pour la réalisaton 

d'analyses régionales de l'impact des retombées acides 5 l'aide d'un 

micro-ordinateur. L'existence d'une interface conviviale pour la base 

de données, les cartes et le tableur caractérisent ce systéme. Cette 

interface a facilité l'analyse de données relatives 5 l'air, au sol et 

aux eaux et a permis de modéliser l'acidification d'un bassin 

hydrographique. Le succés obtenu avec ce systéme a permis de 

nouvelles applications. Ce rapport montre comment ce systéme, d'abord 

congu pour le probléme des pluies asides, peut étre adapté aux 

problémes des effluents miniers. Il illustre la flexibilité et la 

grande diversité des applications possibles de ce systéme.



RESUME 

Un prototype de systéme expert, le systéme RAISON, a été appliqué 

5 deux problémes environnementaux. Les résultats préliminaires 

montrent que, en raison de la compiexité et de 1a muitidisciplinarité 

de 1a base de connaissances et de 1a diversité des données dans le 

domaine des sciences de 1'environnement, i1 faudrait améiiorer les 

liens entre les sous-systémes de soutien (cartes, base de données, 

tabieur etc.) avant de travailler 3 la mise au point d'une composante 

d'inférence interactive.
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AESTRACT 

A prototype expert system, RAISON, has been 
applied to two environmental problems, Preliminary 
results show that, because of the complex, multidisci- 
plinary knowledge base and the diversified data 
requirements in ¢_lJViI’OIi_l'n2_Ii_t_8l science, efforts spent 
on linking up the supporting subsystems such m 
map, d_atn_b_asje and spreadsheet are required, prior to 
the development ofuan i_i_iteract_ive inference com- 
poneni. 

KEYWORDS: expert systems, acid rain, mine eifluent, 
environmental science, models 

INTRODUCTION

I

l 

'I'HE.RA.ISON SYSTEM 
We have developed a prototype expert system [L2], acro- nymed RAISON, for Regional Analysis by lntell_igent Systems ON a microcomputer (e.g., IBM/PC AT). This system is 

developed basically to meet the demand of environmental appli- 
cations in which the knowledge base involve physical, chemical 
and biological discipline and the data cover the air, soil and 
water regime. To facilitate the flow of information among the 
discipline and regime freely and interactively, RAISON is 
deigned with five subsystem, all interlinked (Figure 1): map, 
database, inference rule, models and analysis. It is the inter- 
llnking capability that make RAISON dlflerent from existing 
individual subsystems sujch as some G.I.S. While thee indivi- 
dual G.I.S. subsystems an be linked to a database system, they may not be able to connect to an expert system shell or compli- 
cated mathematical models. In RAISON, with all five com- 

anotlier mn be achieved readil‘ mental problems has emerged only recently. There are a number i 
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of potential application areas, e.g. regional asesment and emer- ;"" ' 

gcncy spill management. There are excellent quantitative and 
i The M‘? (G'I's‘) subaystgm 

des_criptive information for such applications. In practice, new Ill R-AISON» "19 "NP 5"’-?$Y5"m hill“ in ld¢l\ilfYinS ill?‘-W5 
ever, the development of environmental -expert'syste_ms is N11‘-l in I>I'¢s_eii!-ill‘; lb! Outputs of the expert system. Many 
dillicult, because environmental science is highly multidisci- ¢1l"'iY°!lm=Bi-8| l>"°bl¢m5 T¢q“l|'B l-hi 11159 f°P dill-8 Pl'B¢l1'~flll°1\ 
plinary in nature and the type of information is very diversified. ($01118-l,II1§ the dlll ihemsdvfl are Stored B maps). For-this A really working expert system for most envi_ronme_nt_al prob- P‘-"'P°l¢. "R I118?! 8-I1 bi-$94 5'1 515“? W889! ‘Q ¢l18l>l¢_ "BY 
lcms needs an effective database subsystem, a geographical infor- "98! W lb! dllflbflfl "ll "I9 mlP- ll! 3515019» dlfl¢l'€Ill ll‘/=l9 
iniil.i_on system (G,.l.S.), and an inference capability. The purpose 99341331 dfl-Ill be l'"'¢3|¢.d 5? 199115118 ll! °l' °"l-- BY 
of this paper is to present a prototype exp,“ system that mcqr. displaying the stations at the appropriate level in the map, one 
porates ull tliese feature and to provide examples of application an °bl»3i" 3.¢°$ l'° ‘he d5‘-35599 ii-9- mm "'55) 5" ally °f 
in two irnportant envi_ron_ment_a_l issues, namely acid rain and ‘ha 5"1l°.1.1$- The 5538 #311 bi dflsifidl lllfllyfifll ind 
mine em,,ém_ 
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modelled, and the reults can be plotted u graphs, or 

' ' " ""' ‘ ' ' ' 

_ 
backcoloured on the station, region or anywhere on the map. 

_ 
The data can be retrieved according to the overlayed zones of 

i two or more maps. The ability in RAISON to draw contours 
F-igu,e1_R_u50Nsubsys,ems_ _ 

and tjo define influence zone expedite _the application of ' ' 
i i ‘ *~ --~~—' knowledge rule that require such overlay map analysis. 

RAl$QN:- 
Regional Analysis by Intelligent Systems on mlcros Th‘ D‘“b”° 

The RAISON datab ' on th t all d'fl t t l‘ 
V V aseis e a ows ieren ypeso 
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information, e.g. numeric data and decriptive text, to be input 
“an D.“ M" ‘ into the system. The numeric data are entered with a user 

ins I smndahu, defined liiyout that conform to the format of the data. it can be 
‘ 

linked with a location such as a station or a district on the map 
subsystem, so that acoes to the database can be gained from 
the map subsystem. Once aecesed, the data can be transmitted 

Yfilllllitlons / heurlatlea 
1 

to a spreadsheet facility in RAJSON for simple row and column 
computations. For more le_ngthy computations, e.g. running a 

_ _ model for all the stations enclosed within a given zone, a com- 
rnodela 

_ 
l 

analyela 
I 

puter program can be written either in the C Language, or in a 
.Il"'""'l°"'°'°d'°i~i°"| |"""'"°' ’ 9""'f", more simple language called the RAJSON Programming ‘__ 

Language (RPL), specially deigned for this purpose. Fofr the 
textual records, a narrative format is used so that search and
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match for a word or a phrase can be performed. In the develop ' 

urr.-nt of the interface between the logical inference subsystem 
and the database, a prototype natural language translator pro

f 

gram has been developed to convert recommendations produced 
by expert system shells and written in natural language into an 
RPI. program. This interface RPL program wil_l execute the 
recornnreridations and procas both the numeric data and the 
'd_csc_riptive records. 

The Inference Capability
_ 

The inference capability is the focus of the whole expert 
system. it is where knowledge from the domain experts is 
integrated and logically presented. lt is our opinion that there 
exist many readily available expert system shells that are useful ' ' '4"-“'3 '_""' " ' "“”"'_‘ “ """"'_i 
for er_r_vironr_ne_ntai applications. We do not need a complicated 
and elaborate shell; we only need a simple and functional one, 
at least for the present stage of development. As many of our 
applications require the use of a logical tree structure to organ- 
ize our thjoughts, we tend to favour the use of those shells (e.g., 
l-‘irst Class, Nexpert, etc.-) that provide such a capability 
etlectively. We feel that to he able to deliver the reults, not

1 

only is the choice of the shells important, but also we need the 
ability to translate the recommendations from the shell into an 
executable form with linkage to the map, the database and the 
analysis components. This is particularly true when the rules 
have to be operated in both the forward and the backward 
directions iteratively. We cannot afiord to switch manually from 
one subsystem to another in processing the rules against a large 
and diversified database. 

Sirnulation Models 
in the area of environmental science, simu_la,tion m_o'de_l_s 

are commonly used as a raearch tool for analysing the problem gx _ 

AT‘ and for making predictions Since the environmental prob-- 
lems are complex, to build an all-encompassing mjodel that

l incorporates all posible processes is diflicult. Most models,‘ 
therefore, tend to he specific, limited by the model aséumptions ~ 

and data availability. in the expert system approach, we use the 
concept of having more than one model resident i_n_the system ._ 

_.__| 

so that selection of models can he made according to some‘- 
heuristic rula such u matching the assurnptions to the input

5 

data. This step assures the models are the most appropriate for
; 

the given assumption and data. However, the diiliculty of the
; 

expert system approach is to define the rules. In RAISON, an
; 

iterative approach is used to refine the rules with the assistance - 

of the irrterl_in_ked map, database, inference and analysis com- ' 

pollen ts. 

Analysis 
Tire analysis subsystem in RAJSON consists of statistical l 

frrnctions to provide statistical information (e.g., mean, median,
_ 

regression and clustering analysis) on the spreadsheet. These‘ 
functions can be used to compare model results with data, par- 
ticularly for the validation of the expert system raults with 
observed data. Special graphs can be generated and presented on, 
the map subsystem (e.g. backcolouring the statistical informs-l 
tion on the station or regional level), so that the regional 
differences can be detected eflectively. 

ACID RAIN, APPLICATION 
Acid rain is a major environmental issue in Northern Amer- 

ica, Europe and other regions. The problem arises from the 
emission of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide from industrial 
L_1_ll(_l otlgrcr sourcts. These chemicals are transported in the atmo- 
sphere over large distances and are deposited, both in the dry 
and wet forms. onto the land surface. Most of them fall onto 
terrestrial regimes such as forestry canopy and different soil 
layers before entering streams and laka. During this hydrologi- 
cal passage, particularly through the soil layers, the acidsrmay 

p--vr 

-be neutralised by the hue cations present in the medium. The 
;surface water quality conditions may be also affected by the in- 
-Iake or in-stream procases. One of the main objectiva of the 
racid rain study is to predict the water quality condition based 
on a number of management scenarios of emision control. To 
iachieve this goal, information fromrair, land and water has to 
rhe integrated and the predictions have to be made by selecting 
lthc most appropriate models according to a set of heuristic rules 
{and the overlayed map system 
l 

A preliminary attempt at applying the RAISON system to 
Ithe acid rain problem has been reported in [2] and I_n this 
Ipaper, we praent some new features in the RAISON applica- 
rtioa. . 

l 

The Knowledge Base 
Q 

In the preliminary attempt [2], the knowledge rule are 
{based on simple partition value of the ,_\_cid Neutraliiing Capa- 
lcity (ANC). Currently more indepth rule bar: are constructed 
with existing expert system shell. An example is the ruls for the 
‘-incorporation of the influence of organic acidity associated with 
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) matters "produced in bogs and 
forsts. Figure 2 shows a posible tree structure, as constructed 

_ by the expert system shell called "First Class", relating the con-. 
ldition of DOC to water movements, water temperature and 
lforest coverage. These rules are based on knowledge provided 
'hy domain experts in this area of study. The organic acidity is 
‘important in acting as a hufler against t_he inorganic acidity 
caused by the acid rain Thus, for relatively still water sys- 
vtems such as bogs and wetland, the production of DOC is 
{known to be higher than stream or lake with moving water. In 
lgeneral, warmer water temperature and greater abundance i_n 
wniferous trees are conducive to higher DOC. The raults (Fig- 
ure 2) as recommended by the "First Class" expert system are 
based on the logical combination of thee conditions. Thse 
recommended raults are fuzzy as the DOC concentration is 
separated into only three brojad class (high, medium and low) 
.and the outcome could be difierent if more ruls and factors are 
introduced. Neverthelas, based on the recommended 
iclastification, we can select an appropriate organic acid submo 
'del (e.g. [4] for the high and medium classq) to be used in con- 
junction with the inorganic acidity model 

Figure 2. Example of a tree structure used for relating DOC 
fliflcbntration to water flow, temperature and forst. 
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The Inference Mechmbm in RMSQN |' W percentlla) are denoted by the whiskers. Th_l_s representation 
facilitata the comparison of the distribution of the ANC - Other sets of knowledge rules are also dasi ned e. . f th i - 
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eon 
selection of snowmelt submodels based on episgdic ‘evesnt :r:>1>;' 3en"w°n or we “urea”? For n.ampk‘ mi“ loo ueq/I 
bilily and seasonal Patterns These rulm are all implemented ln Y -‘-sundum one can em‘, ‘huh "gnu" I’ In mr mm 
the "First Classiiuexpert system and the recommended rsults are dim” “'8' AG!-2' fl buflered R‘-"in with hlsh "mic d'ep°sm°n> 
translated within the RAISON system into RPL computer pro n-d which on‘e- is m Po?’ common ('4' Am’ ' high organic 
grams. Tliwe programs then constitute the core pr-ograrn that T 

'wd ma‘ dz Fume 2' “Mb Rhmvely low "Idle deposmom 
cai) actually execute the rccommended rules in the forward or _ 

_F's“" 4'13“ WM," q‘.m.l'*"y '““,i°ns' ....__ _ ___- 
backward directions. In the forward direjction, i.e. forward 
chaining, the data at each station are used to predict the ANC 
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2 _f 
concentration for a given emission scenario. These predictions 

d th ti th h ddl 'li' are ma c on eassump on att e recommen e cast catronf L;-. ‘ 
t. 

given by the rules (e,g. Figure 2) is acceptable. in the backward -'1}, u '

. 

. ‘- ,._. __ _.
1 1 » \ 

direction, or backward chaining, the asumption is considered to 
, 

- 
' 

_ 

’

I 

be tentative. For example, the predicted A_NC conce_ntrat_i_on - 

" 
_ 

"—1—"_" 
could be unacceptable if the model choice was not appropriate -‘\’ ’ .' I 7 J‘. 

4'$,i'lR'5i1.'&" 
because of the fuzziness (i.e. several possible outcomes) in the 

u 
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. .55 - ,-'.?-
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, __,_ _, ___ ____,__ . I’. , , 
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K), .5,‘-’-v . 

N: ‘ 
¢ . classilication. If so, t_he ruins are applied in reverse direction to Iii;-': 

firr 
liud out what possible input conditions could have led to a

i 

desirable ANC value. A new model is then selected. 
__ Figure 3. Example of a layout program in RAISON. 

Sarnpla Problem Layout 
For |eurr_enLlonding_] AND [roduccd_loading] do: 

For each station: 
if no-data then Gene:-ate_Data; 
eal_cu_l_at_e models; 

consult: model 1 ruli: 
lnodd 2 rulu 

rnodd n rul'u; 

dae use doioe me:_haLn_i_a}'n I_-l_I\‘| I_l'_'\P_¥i ._ 

For nah atatlcn: , 

if spring I-b apply correction; Ft. 
For ach station: 

if curre.nt_loading 
then calculate relative error; 

If rcduced_loading AND anomaly that 
backehain to select new model. 

Figirre 3 summariza the logical inference program layout in 
the RAISON system that considers two loading scenarios 
(current and reduced) and selection of models are made from 
several sets of rules, For unique answers, the forward chaining is 
used; for fuzzy answers, all the alternate choica are marked to 
prepare for subsequent backward chaining. Seasonal correction 
is made and statistical analyses are performed for comparing the 
two scenarios. in those cass where anomaly is detected, the 
ruls are applied in reverse direction to find out what alternate 
models would have led to a more acceptable answer, consistent 
in both scenarios. 

The Database and Analysis 
The data base used for the prsent study is much greater 

than that used in [2]. in the p_reli_nii_na_ry a,nalysis, only 364 sta- 
tions for water chemistry for southern Quebec are used._ In 
the present study, a total of 5218 stations for lake water quality 
are used for Eastern Canada (Figure 4). Other data sets include 
those of deposition scenarios and soil sensitivity which are 
represented by contoured maps. The logical program as depicted 
in Fig'ur'e 3 is applied to each of the 5218 stations. While the 
predicted raults can be s_umrn_ari_zed bytertiary watersheds as in 
the case of [2], a more compact analysis is now based on aggro 
gates of stations. For example, Figure 5 shows. under current 
cmissioll scenario, the predicted aggregate ANC concentratioyn 
(ueq/l) prest-llted as statistical box plots (the top and bottom of 
the box rcprtsent the 25 and 75 percentiles and the middle bar 
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Figure 5. Predicted ANC wncentration summarized for 
aggregate shown. ' 
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Thus, as demonstrated in these figures. the development of 
an expert system for the analysis of the impact of acidic 
‘deposition requires the construction of a well-linked system. An 
eifective interface among the knowledge base, the ru_l_e construc- 
tion, the database, the map system and the analytical and 
modelling capability is a necsity.
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‘MINE EFFLUENT , 

Following the success of the preliminary application of the 
RAISON prototype to the acid rain problem, we have started 
applying RAISON to another environmental isue, namely the 
impact of mine eiiiuent on aquatic ecosystem. The mo<_l_ificat_ion 
to RAISON is trivial (e.g. remapping the region, etc.) and the



mine effluent and toxicity data have been succanfully 
transferred into the RAISON database. The main objective of 
this study is to allow domain experts to ratucture the system so 
that the regional asessment for different management scenarios 
can be carried out. The main concern is how the chemical 
eliiuent are transported and transformed in streams and lakes 
and what level of effluent discharge could adversely aflect the 
ecosystem, particularly in the case of multiple sources. Answers 
to these questions can aflect future design of the monitoring net- 
work, i.e_. whcre should the mine ell_'luent be sampled to ofler 
the |nost information. While the system is still being developed, 
some preliminary results [5] have been obtained that could 
further demonstrate RA.lSON's capability and flexibility. 

Database 
Much of the data are provided by the Ontario Ministry of 

Environment, our collaborator in this study. Again, both 
numeric data and dscriptive records are entered to the RAISON i 

system. The numeric data are mainly chemical efliuent concen- 
tration measured in streams and lakes. The dacriptive records 
pertain mainly to the mine operation and the location and geol~ 
ogy of the area. Retrieval of the data is eflective, as in the case 2 

of _acid rain study. For example, Figure 0 shows all the mine 1 

locations where the word "zinc" is used in the textual database.
: 

The operation involves only a few commands and the search
3 

and display of the results on the map subsystem is fast. Similar 
effective access to the database and interactions with the map

j 

system will facilitate the processing of knowledge rules for this ‘ 

study.
l 

Figure 6. Retrieval of textual data. _ 
, l 
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Analysis '
' 

The next step we test is the statistical capability in, 
RAISON. Often, after the data are successfully entered and the i 

rctricvcd, simple statistical methods are performed on the data '.' 

to derive empirical relationships. The relationships be useful 
for hu_ilc,ljn'g the rules for model selection. For example, the 
spreadsheet computation can he made, relating the flow data 
ilfltl nickel concentration at different stations. Screening of the 
4ll.\l.fl according to sons defined by overlay analysis or according 
to time wi'ndo‘ws is alsopoasihle. These analytical results pro- 
vide valuable information about the spatial and temporal pat- 
terns in the data. 

The Map Subsystem 
_For mine effluent analysis, a detail map of the surrounding 

environment is needed. For example, a detailed map for the 
mines near the city of Sudhury is shown in Figure 7. This map 
\::tl_i_ he accessed from another map with a larger scale, e.g-. Fig- 
ure ti, if such details are warranted. The data and information 
on the hydrology, the land contours, the road bridges and the- 
city blocks could lead to an accurate simulation of the river 
llows and the transport of chemicals along the._river._ 
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__’ Figure 7. Detailed map for mina near Sudbury, Ontario. 

Other Subsystems 
, 

We have already had some preliminary succélls of applying 
l

1 

I 

l

I 

=' 
'~;

| 

multi-variable transport models for the river system for a time- 
dependent simulation of the transport and pathways of the 
mine eB_luen_t_. We are currently gathering the knowledge base 
from the domain experts to determine the rula for the model 
selection and the clasilication of regions according to the 
impact (e.g. toxicity) to the aquatic ecosystem (e.g. fish). Some 
of the rule are actually water quality objective or regulatory 
requirements. Our approach is to build up the database, the 
map support, and the analytical and modelling capability first, 
before we can interact with the inference mechanisms. For the 
mine eflluent study, we are in such a preparatory stage. 

CONCLUSIONS
_ 

We have demonstrated the use of an expert proto 
type for two vironmental applications. The importance for a' 
working system lia upon a well-linked system, with free and 
effective flow of information among the database, the analytical, 

1 
the map, the modelling and the inference subsystems. The

1 

Implementation I8 achieved in stages. Our experience shows, at 
least for the environmental problems we deal with, that the sup- 
porting subsysterns must be set up and made operational first, 
before anyof the inference component can be impl,en1e'nted. 
Acicowasocmmurs " 
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